Abstract: Risk management seeks more and more the mobilization of all citizens, including elected representatives and inhabitants. Three-dimensional (3D) geovisualizations have been used between 2009 and 2017 in order to associate citizens to flood mitigation policies along the river Rhône. We focused our studies on the effects 3D geovisualizations can have on the communication and understanding of information and their ability to foster exchanges between heterogeneous actors as well as participation of the grand public to planning processes. Facing both discrepancies in scientific studies of the uses of 3D geovisualizations and a lack of validated theoretical elements, we resorted to an exploratory method based on grounded theory and ethnographic observation in order to produce empirical knowledge on the uses of 3D geovisualizations in collective settings, including heterogeneous actors (risk managers, elected representatives, citizens). Observation showed that 3D geovisualizations can be useful for the dissemination of information about flood risk. Many observed effects were not anticipated during the production of 3D geovisualizations. Qualitative analysis of empirical data through actor-network theory and from a communication studies perspective shed light on some factors influencing the roles of 3D geovisualizations and help put into perspective existing and sometimes contradictory scientific works on 3D geovisualizations' uses.
Introduction
In this paper, we propose an analysis and a discussion of the observed roles played by three-dimensional (3D) geovisualizations in the context of flood mitigation planning. More specifically, we analyze results from a study focused on the possibilities offered by 3D geovisualizations to risk managers in order to communicate information about risk to elected representatives and citizens and to foster exchanges between heterogeneous actors in collective and collaborative settings. Analysis of the feedbacks from eight years of action-research projects sheds light on methodological approaches that are useful in order to understand social uses of 3D geovisualizations in urban planning. Our multidisciplinary approach, combining geographical information science, geography, sociology, and communication studies, allows us to provide original results, shedding light on some shortcomings of previous studies on the uses of 3D geovisualizations.
Flood mitigation planning offers a particularly interesting setting to study uses of 3D geovisualizations as a mean to communicate technical (in this case hydraulic) data to a large and heterogeneous audience and to support understanding of those data and collective discussions about a common topic. Dissemination of information about risk is key to the success of flood mitigation policies. Since floods cannot be prevented from happening, and given the damages they inflict on populations and territories, it is now widely considered that flood mitigation policies are all the more efficient when they are collectively conceived and implemented, that is to say, together with elected representatives, citizens, and any other interested parties. Both European and French legislations insist on this participatory aspect, in the hope that flood risk will be better taken into account by planners as well as citizens and organizations in their spatial and social practice. This evolution in the design of risk mitigation policies affects the status of information about flood risk and its diffusion among communities. Risk managers are thus led to look for efficient means to communicate technical information about risk in order to raise public awareness of the issue and to get elected representatives, firms, associations, and citizens to participate in flood mitigation planning processes. The extent of the understanding of flood risk by all stakeholders is thus considered as one of the factors in ensuring the efficiency of flood mitigation policies.
In this context, we worked over eight years (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) (2017) together with risk managers from local government agencies in order to co-produce 3D geovisualizations and evaluate their uses and benefits in practice as far as the understanding of data about risk is concerned. Scientific literature is unfortunately not offering a satisfactory theoretical framework to understand and analyze the various uses of geovisualizations, and this is still a major issue according to many researchers [1] .
Indeed, from a scientific perspective, the effects that 3D geovisualizations have on the communication and understanding of information and their ability to foster exchanges between heterogeneous actors and participation of the grand public to planning processes have not yet been established clearly. Although 3D geovisualizations are more and more resorted to in urban planning, the evaluation of their effects remains debated among researchers and practitioners. Many researchers in geography and geographical information science have underlined the need for specific studies on the use of 3D spatial representations [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Several researchers, after careful literature review, have stated that the evaluation of the benefits of 3D geovisualizations in urban planning cannot be confirmed due to the limitations of feedback from individual case studies and the scarcity of theoretical elements, making it insufficient to provide a framework for further studies [5, 6, 8] . Bishop and Lange [5] further noted that studies trying to determine which level of detail is suitable for a given purpose led to contradictory results and that they have no rational means to decide between them. Other researchers make contradictory assertions, some stating that 3D geovisualizations being "realistic" images are mostly counter-productive, if not harmful for citizen implication in planning. They indeed consider those images as a mere political mean of communicating serving elected representatives' own interests [10] , or, worse, as producing a visual illusion that can dupe citizens and prevent them to think about what is presented to them [11, 12] . Others assert that 3D geovisualizations, being "realistic", are simply used for the communication of information and seem to consider this information is received straightforwardly by their audience, or at least, more straightforwardly than 2D representations [13, 14] .
In the field of flood mitigation, the various uses and effects of 3D geovisualizations have not been treated as a specific field of scientific investigation. As far as geographical information systems (GIS) and 3D GIS are concerned, scientific literature is mostly dedicated to the use of georeferenced data and tools to produce data about risk in relation to hydraulic modelling, to produce analysis of flood risk and to build cartographies of flood risk and their impact on a given territory (see for instance [15] [16] [17] [18] ). Three-dimensional geovisualizations tools are also mobilized in crisis management contexts as tools to visually analyze a given phenomenon [19] or to deliver in situ indications to endangered populations (for instance evacuation itineraries) during a crisis [20] . More broadly, 3D geovisualizations have been used to produce visualizations of risk as part of decision support systems, oriented toward experts [21] .
Confronted with discrepancies in the scientific analysis of the benefits of 3D geovisualizations in urban planning contexts, especially used with elected representatives and citizens as well to contradictory results from empirical studies on which type of 3D geovisualizations should be used in a given situation, we opted for an exploratory method. Our method is based on the observation of the production and uses of 3D geovisualizations, which we were involved in, through action-research. It aimed at producing empirical results about 3D geovisualizations' uses. Ethnographic observation of several cases over the years and analysis of our case studies enabled us to make sense of contradictory results from previous scientific studies, shedding light on some theoretical shortcomings in the way to apprehend 3D geovisulisations and their uses in urban planning. Researchers from different disciplines resorted to their own theoretical framework for the analysis of gathered data. From a geographical information science's perspective, with the help of sociological notions and theoretical elements, 3D geovisualizations have been treated as technical objects used in collective settings to help actors with heterogeneous backgrounds to understand how flood can affect their territory and to foster exchanges between those actors about how to mitigate this risk. From a communication studies' perspective, 3D geovisualizations were defined as techno-semiotic devices aimed at semiotic and cognitive performance. Both approaches produced complementary results on the effects of 3D geovisualizations in the context of flood mitigation. Taking into account results from both approaches allows to put commonly used notions and assumptions in each discipline into perspective. Our empirical and exploratory approach do not allow us to generalize from our results, but does provide useful insights on how to analyze and understand 3D geovisualization uses.
Materials and Methods
Our approach was based on observation of the use of 3D geovisualizations in similar situations in various districts along the river Rhône. It aimed at gathering evidence about their contribution to the comprehension of technical data about risk as well as to collective thinking and exchange of ideas among heterogeneous actors. Heterogeneity of actors is here defined by the diversity of their implications in flood mitigation policies (professionals/non-professionals), their various professional backgrounds, and knowledge about risk. The ability to participate in flood mitigation planning policy in vivo offered us a great opportunity to try to develop a better understanding of 3D geovisualizations' uses, since scientific studies were imprecise on the matter. Nevertheless, participating in real life situations by producing 3D geovisualizations for practitioners, we had to adapt to practitioners needs and demands and could not impose, and thus not experiment, some design options as can be done in other experimental settings.
Concretely, we developed four action-research projects over eight years (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) (2017) . The 3D geovisualizations have been produced for eleven different flood mitigation processes, scattered throughout six different regions and covering about fifty districts, and have been used in seventeen meetings. While elected representatives were present in every seventeen of those meetings (3 to 10 elected representatives, depending on the meeting), associations and residents were included in only ten of them (4 to 70 of them, depending on the meeting). This lower number of observed meetings including citizens is linked to the length of the process of elaboration of flood mitigation plans. Thus, some consultation meetings took place after the end of our projects and we could not observe them. On the whole, between 2009 and 2015, more than 150 persons were present in the observed meetings and about a hundred were observed actively interacting with 3D geovisualizations (at least commenting on them orally if not manipulating them in some way). Our last project (2015-2017) was focused on public events aiming at raising citizens' awareness about flood risk, so we were mostly confronted with inhabitants from areas at risk (around 100 persons over two days of experiment, using different 3D geovisualizations that were prepared for them). Spaceyes 3D software (versions 4, 5, and 6). Since we produced 3D geovisualizations over many years, we used several versions of the software. However, we did use the same tools and operations over the years, notwithstanding the version of the software. Great improvements were made in version 6 to reduce the time needed to export pictures and films.
Representational choices were made according to risk managers' needs and demands in an iterative process during various meetings, so as to get as close as possible to what was expected by practitioners. As we were part of a larger set of actions led by practitioners regarding flood mitigation planning, we could not propose any design we wanted for the produced 3D geovisualizations. In particular, practitioners were looking for efficient 3D geovisualizations that were as cheap and easy to produce as possible, so that our experiments could help other territories to resort to 3D geovisualizations with the same methods. This is why we could not test more interactive design; interactivity with our 3D scene was limited to navigation in space and time (during the flood). On the other hand, it allowed us to observe the efficiency of basic schematic models in many situations.
Schematic 3D models were produced from a digital elevation model (2 meters resolution), an orthoimagery (50 centimeters resolution), extrusion of buildings from the IGN BD TOPO ® (2.5D modelling), and sometimes a schematic representation of a selection of the site's vegetation (mostly a few individual trees, well known from the inhabitants and textured polygons from large areas of vegetation and typical hedges). Then, hydraulic data was added through water heights map represented in 2D colored polygons and through a transparent 3D volume. A few landmarks, considered by local risk managers as useful points of references for elected representatives and inhabitants to orient themselves in the 3D geovisualizations, were added through 3D objects (for instance, a particular dam, windmills, quarries, etc.). Figure 1 shows a typical result (aerial view). For all meetings, still images and movies following prepared trajectories aimed at explaining how a flood could invade the given territory were produced from 3D scenes in which real-time navigation was possible. Risk managers wanted to be able to include them in their presentations and send them easily to their colleagues as well as to stakeholders (elected representatives and associations in particular). Real-time navigation was also possible on demand since the researcher For all meetings, still images and movies following prepared trajectories aimed at explaining how a flood could invade the given territory were produced from 3D scenes in which real-time navigation was possible. Risk managers wanted to be able to include them in their presentations and send them easily to their colleagues as well as to stakeholders (elected representatives and associations in particular). Real-time navigation was also possible on demand since the researcher who had produced them was present during each meeting and had the necessary equipment (laptop and software). Real-time navigation was scarcely used to answer some specific question and by practitioners themselves to work on their own data and models.
Methodology for Data Gathering and Analysis
Empirical data was gathered through participant observation [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . A researcher in geography and urban planning was responsible for the production of 3D geovisualizations and was directly observing the production and use of those 3D geovisualizations throughout preparation meetings with risk managers as well as during meetings with stakeholders. This specific implication allowed the researcher to participate in and observe meetings to which access is restricted to involved parties. This includes meetings between government agencies and elected representatives, where negotiations about flood mitigation planning are conducted. It also includes informal exchanges between actors before and after official meetings. This allowed the gathering of numerous data (field diary, observation transcripts, interviews, case studies' documents produced by observed actors such as synthesis, e-mails, etc.).
Ethnographic methods were used to collect data [27] [28] [29] and qualitative methods based on grounded theory and inductive approaches were needed to compare the various case studies [30, 31] and to exploit the gathered empirical data. Data were tagged and analyzed during the whole duration of the project so as to find results that matched all gathered data, which is quite time consuming, but allows to produce valid statements when existing scientific studies do not provide solid theoretical elements. When data was in contradiction with intermediate results, all data was analyzed again so as to refine the analysis and propose adequate results. As one researcher was working full time with civil servants in charge of flood mitigation policy over the whole period, data about their uses of 3D geovisualizations and evaluation of the advantages and shortcomings of those spatial representation was gathered through regular discussions with them and registered in a field diary together with the documents related to the case studies. This proximity allowed the researcher to ask any question he needed to ask, sometimes repeatedly and over many years, to obtain precise answers, and to refine his analysis through numerous discussions, so that fewer formal interviews were conducted (only with stakeholders that were only seen once, that is to say mostly riverside residents). Ethnographic observation was specifically used to describe the performance of 3D geovisualizations during meetings. It was also used to describe the extent of the understanding of technical data about flood by elected representatives and riverside residents thanks to 3D geovisualizations. Their understanding was evaluated through oral comments, that is to say that it was considered that they had understood what was presented to them only when they had explicitly reformulated it. Discussions between elected representatives and the researcher after the meetings provided data on their affinity (or absence of) with 2D maps and on the extent of their knowledge and previous experience of floods. This could not be done with every riverside residents, although many of them were quickly interviewed after meetings when possible. This lack of data about the experience, strategies, and opinions of citizens led us to ask researchers in communication sciences to help us with the observation in our fourth project (see Section 2.2).
Finally, sociological theories were mobilized in order to analyze the various uses and effects of 3D geovisualizations in the observed courses of actions relying on sociological analysis of other types of technical objects and representations in use in collective settings [32] [33] [34] . Theoretical elements were imported from sociology, more specifically from actor-network theory [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] and the conceptualization of "intermediary objects" [27, [41] [42] [43] . Interestingly, this notion of intermediary objects has been used for many years by sociologists to study the use of various technical objects. As far as spatial representations used in urban planning are concerned, this notion was partly used in a few scientific studies [14, 44] in order to characterize the uses of given spatial representations. Nevertheless, its use was always limited in the sense that only one use was considered for a given spatial representation in a given situation, setting aside the potentially transitory aspect of the notion, which allows for a technical object to have successive roles during a single course of action [45, 46] . We quickly noticed through ethnographic observation that 3D geovisualizations indeed played many different roles in a single course of action, so careful observation was crucial to the understanding of their effects and uses.
Second Set of Experiments (2015-2017)

Produced and Used 3D Geovisualizations
Similar methods as those used in previous projects, and described above (see Section 2.1.1), were mobilized in order to create a schematic 3D geovisualizations of the territory selected for the experiments. A 3D scene containing all data was produced from which still images and movies could be exported. Temporal hydraulic data were used in order to create several visuals, each corresponding to a different moment during a simulated flood. We mostly had water height data every 8 h into the flood, which lasted over approximately 8 days. Sometimes water height data were available every 4 h to illustrate a particular dispersion pattern in the water flows. Those 3D geovisualizations of several moments during the flood were then exported as images and movies from selected points of view. Points of view were selected by risk managers so as to be used as visual aid when explaining the progress of the simulated flood (see Figure 3 ).
Movies could be played on any devices used during public events (tablets and smartphones). Still images were imported into an interactive interface so that inhabitants could browse to any phase of the simulated flood and observe what would happen for a given water flow (see Figure 4 ). Those were consulted through interactive tablets by mediators and citizens during the event. Lastly, 3D scenes from symbolic public spaces were realized with SketchUpMake 2016, from the same geographical data and pictures taken on site, so as to provide 360 • visuals of the evolution of water heights from a pedestrian's point of view (see Figure 5 ). Those visuals were also inserted into an interactive interface allowing to navigate between them to visualize any moment during the simulated flood. They were consulted through virtual reality headsets (Homido®) in which a smartphone had been inserted (either iPhone 6 or Samsung Galaxy S5).
experiments. A 3D scene containing all data was produced from which still images and movies could be exported. Temporal hydraulic data were used in order to create several visuals, each corresponding to a different moment during a simulated flood. We mostly had water height data every 8 hours into the flood, which lasted over approximately 8 days. Sometimes water height data were available every 4 hours to illustrate a particular dispersion pattern in the water flows. Those 3D geovisualizations of several moments during the flood were then exported as images and movies from selected points of view. Points of view were selected by risk managers so as to be used as visual aid when explaining the progress of the simulated flood (see Figure 3) . Movies could be played on any devices used during public events (tablets and smartphones).
Still images were imported into an interactive interface so that inhabitants could browse to any phase of the simulated flood and observe what would happen for a given water flow (see Figure 4 ). Those were consulted through interactive tablets by mediators and citizens during the event. Lastly, 3D
scenes from symbolic public spaces were realized with SketchUpMake 2016, from the same geographical data and pictures taken on site, so as to provide 360° visuals of the evolution of water heights from a pedestrian's point of view (see Figure 5 ). Those visuals were also inserted into an interactive interface allowing to navigate between them to visualize any moment during the simulated flood. They were consulted through virtual reality headsets (Homido® ) in which a smartphone had been inserted (either iPhone 6 or Samsung Galaxy S5). All those visuals were imported on tablets to be used by risk managers to explain the flooding phenomenon on the area and to be consulted by inhabitants. The 3D scenes (cf. Figure 5 ) were imported on smartphones to be visualized with virtual reality headsets on site (i.e. on the site corresponding to the 3D scene). Figure 6 shows some pictures that were taken during the events. All those visuals were imported on tablets to be used by risk managers to explain the flooding phenomenon on the area and to be consulted by inhabitants. The 3D scenes (cf. Figure 5 ) were imported on smartphones to be visualized with virtual reality headsets on site (i.e., on the site corresponding to the 3D scene). Figure 6 shows some pictures that were taken during the events. All those visuals were imported on tablets to be used by risk managers to explain the flooding phenomenon on the area and to be consulted by inhabitants. The 3D scenes (cf. Figure 5 ) were imported on smartphones to be visualized with virtual reality headsets on site (i.e. on the site corresponding to the 3D scene). Figure 6 shows some pictures that were taken during the events.
(a) (b) Figure 6 . Pictures taken during the events: (a) shows inhabitants consulting the 3D geovisualization with a tablet from a high vantage point (same viewpoint as the one selected for the images of the simulated flood they are visualizing); (b) shows inhabitants using the VR headset (background), while another is being shown the tablet by a mediator (foreground).
Methodology for Data Gathering and Analysis
During our last action-research project (2015-2017), researchers in communication studies led an evaluative task throughout the whole duration of the project, from the production to the use of 3D geovisualizations. From a communication studies perspective, 3D geovisualizations are considered as techno-semiotic devices, that is to say an arrangement of objective elements aimed at semiotic and cognitive performance [47] [48] [49] . As shown in Figure 4 , the produced 3D geovisualizations combine iconic, figurative, plastic, linguistic and diagram elements, as well as exogenous documents, such as photographs from previous floods (archives). Figure 6a also highlights the suggested semiotic relationship between the view presented on the tablet screen and the panoramic view from the hill (from where tablets with 3D geovisualizations are consulted). With regard to the virtual reality device, the physical place where the images are viewed (the place in the village) is the same as the one represented virtually: in other words, individuals located in a place see this place transformed by the flood when using the virtual reality headset (Figures 5 and 6b ). This second device requires interaction with the interface, but also involves a sensitive dimension in the user experience.
Once these characteristics have been highlighted, it is important to understand the mediating role of these mechanisms in social situations, within the institutional framework of risk awareness. Social uses and meaningfulness of those techno-semiotic devices are the subject of many works, for example in museographic and scientific mediation contexts [50] [51] [52] [53] . Scientific works also analyze them as means to "govern the social", structuring contemporary democratic societies, especially in relation to the management and prevention of risks by State based on the instrumentalization of expert knowledge and their representation [54, 55] . Flood mitigation policy combines those two aspects. Risk managers, as they explicitly stated, rely both on the authority conveyed by experts' data portrayed in 3D geovisualizations and on their staging in several playful activities (on-site interactive visualization with tablets and on-site immersive visualization with VR headsets) during a public event in order to raise citizens' awareness about flood risk.
The methodology of evaluation is based on 3D geovisualizations as devices conveying meaning and subjects to interpretation. As a medium, 3D geovisualizations fit into a framework that provides a context for their uses. This framework is spatial, temporal, symbolic, cognitive, and social, and needs to be studied as part of the evaluation of 3D geovisualizations as techno-semiotic device. As symbolic representations, 3D geovisualizations, like other visual media, produce a discourse [56, 57] and prefigures interaction between the user and the contents. We thus analyze 3D geovisualizations as a discourse about flood risk and the territory. Finally, 3D geovisualizations are part of a mediation, as they are building and organizing relationships between people, objects, knowledge, institutions, and territories.
The semiotic characterization of the "meaning effects" of 3D geovisualizations and the construction of knowledge that they allow are based on two steps: first, the observation of their conception, and then the observation of their uses with citizens (inhabitants and others) during the events.
The first stage of the evaluation was the realization of an ethno-semiotic study of the devices in the process of conception. Technical and symbolic choices in terms of representation that were made by risk managers and involved researchers were observed. During the production phase, researchers in communication studies observed and participated in the preparation and meetings with risk managers and helped with the implementation of 3D geovisualizations in interactive devices (tablets and smartphones). They thus exchanged interactively through a continuous dialogue with all the actors of the institutions involved in the project: scientific (computer science and geography), political, and public.
The evaluation had several objectives. The first goal was to accompany the production process and help risk managers, computer scientists, and researchers in geographical information to have a reflexivity about the representations which they produced. Semiotical analysis of geovisualization was a good way to shed light on some issues related to the visual transcription of data. The second goal aimed at validating the relationships between potential cognitive issues and visualization devices as they were produced. For example, which preliminary knowledge was necessary to interpret the representation of the territory? Which digital skills? The last of our main goals was to question the ability of devices and contents to be appropriate in the context of experimentation, as planned by risk managers and involved researchers.
The second stage of the evaluation was the realization of an ethnographic study of the two public experiments through direct observations completed by semi-directive interviews with the citizens who had tested the devices. During the first event, 20 users were interviewed (among 50 visitors), 4 groups of users were followed and observed from their arrival to their departure. During the second event, 10 interviews were conducted (for 50 visitors) and 10 groups of users were continuously observed. A specific interview guide was produced in order to complete the evaluation.
The multiple objectives of this evaluation are detailed in [58] . Basically, we wanted to confirm that citizens had a relevant use of media and visualizations (i.e., that they gathered some knowledge from it). We wished to identify the encyclopedia, literacy, skills, and ordinary knowledge mobilized by the interviewed citizens during their test of the devices (for instance digital and cartographic literacy, spatial knowledge, risk management skills, etc.). We linked individuals' skills to in situ observations of their interaction with 3D geovisualizations and noted how interviewed individuals referred to their individual memory, their knowledge and previous experience of the modeled territory, and how they justified their presence at the event and their potential motivation.
Results
Results from the Observation of the Elaboration of Flood Mitigation Plans (2009-2014)
As stated above in the methodology section (see Section 2.1), we present in this section results from our first five years of observation of the elaboration of eleven flood mitigation plans and of the use of 3D geovisualizations during seventeen meetings with risk managers and stakeholders. Our experimental results are derived from participant and in vivo observation. Therefore, we could neither control nor quantify precisely many parameters as done in experiments conducted in research laboratories. Nevertheless, qualitative analysis led according to the Grounded Theory and inductive approaches principles [30, 31] allowed us to produce statements validated by all gathered data (field diary, observation transcripts, interviews, case studies' documents produced by observed actors such as synthesis, e-mails, etc.). Those statements, although being quite generic, allowed us to explain why previous studies had led to discrepancies and contradictory results [46] . In this respect, those statements are also compatible with results from previous studies. Since we could observe factors influencing the effects of 3D geovisualizations in context, our qualitative results provide insights on how to design further studies on the uses of 3D geovisualizations, but they do not provide an exhaustive and precise list of all factors influencing 3D geovisualizations effects and uses. Those results are complementary to quantitative studies conducted in more controlled environments and allow to broaden theoretical perspectives toward a more comprehensive approach of 3D geovisualizations' uses.
The most striking result is the variety of roles a given 3D geovisualization plays in a single situation, i.e., per observed meeting, which leads us to go beyond the association of a single use for a given 3D geovisualization. Careful ethnographic observation of discourse, gestures, and oral exchanges between actors reveals that 3D geovisualizations are useful in order to communicate information about risk to heterogeneous actors, provided its content has been first described and understood by all actors present. In other words, elected representatives and citizens gained understanding about hydraulic data (i.e., how a flood is likely to invade their territory and to which extent) by looking at and interacting with 3D geovisualizations, as proved by the discussions among them and with risk managers during meetings. Interestingly, 3D geovisualizations were also used in several meetings (three-quarters of them) as a visual aid for discussion, negotiations, and decision making, although they were only supposed to be used in the first part of the meetings as a tool to present hydraulic data and help elected representatives and citizens to understand the extent of a potential flood. In fact, once actors have grasped what 3D geovisualizations represent and have successfully found enough landmarks to orient themselves in the 3D scene, they make use of 3D visuals not only to increase their knowledge about flood risk, but also to support their assertions, think about a spatial configuration, or discuss together with other actors, according to the context, their own strategy, and their reaction to the action of other stakeholders.
Another striking result is that several of these uses were not anticipated, including uses of 3D geovisualizations by risk managers who ordered their production, which advocates for more in vivo studies of 3D geovisualizations' uses. Risk managers had first asserted that 3D geovisualizations were only useful to communicate technical (hydraulic) data to elected representatives and citizens, since risk managers themselves produced the hydraulic data, knew it well, and visualized it in other specific software with 2D interfaces. Interestingly, during internal meetings organized to validate the produced 3D geovisualizations before public use, risk managers did use 3D geovisualizations of their own hydraulic data as a collective visual aid to discuss among themselves about the quality of the data and the appropriate measures to propose to elected representatives. When asked individually about this use after the meeting, they first reacted with surprise, re-asserting that 3D geovisualizations were merely communication tools aimed at elected representatives and citizens before recollecting what had happened and acknowledging it had actually been a useful visual aid for them as well.
Nevertheless, empirical data shed light on the necessary appropriation of 3D geovisualizations by their public, which weakens the claim that 3D geovisualizations are "realistic" and, as a consequence, straightforwardly deciphered. This appropriation seems to be a prerequisite to almost any use of 3D geovisualizations. The ability to grasp the content of a given 3D geovisualization and to use it in order to explore spatial data depends not only on the way elements of a territory or landscape are figured, but also on the way 3D geovisualizations are presented to an audience and how this audience can handle it, whether through sight or real-time navigation in the 3D scene. Empirical data further show that an explanation of how objects are represented and modeled is crucial to the intelligibility of 3D geovisualizations when they are first showed and has a decisive influence on the way actors will be able to use them during collective tasks. Although 3D geovisualizations are clearly easier to grasp than 2D maps of areas at risk according to many of the observed actors, individuals cannot always decipher them without time and a little help. Some of them need time to get used to this way of representing the world.
Comments during the presentation of 3D geovisualizations to elected representatives and citizens illustrate their need to find correspondences between the territory they live in or work in and its schematic 3D model. Once some objects (a given building, a known road, etc.) have been recognized, elected representatives as well as citizens are able to link their own knowledge of the territory with data displayed in the 3D model. The ability to compare abstract data with individual experiences is a key element in the process of understanding technical data about risk. As far as flood risk is concerned, water heights data has proven to be well understood when it was compared with individual experience of past floods (in the case of the river Rhône, recent floods are still remembered by many inhabitants). Although we are aware that we used schematic 3D geovisualizations, this does not mean that a greater level of detail would be straightforwardly deciphered (too many information can also lessen 3D geovisualizations' effects). In other words, notwithstanding the level of detail, the need to link the visualizations to known aspects of a known territory pertains in similar settings where inhabitants are shown 3D geovisualizations of their own territory. This need can be solved, but will not automatically be solved in every situation, by a greater level of detail.
Surprisingly, the technical functionalities allowing interactive navigation in real time in a 3D geovisualization do not seem to be decisive in the observed collaborative uses and active mobilization of 3D geovisualizations by any actor, whether he is presenting the 3D geovisualizations or is standing in the audience. In other words, interactivity with 3D geovisualizations is not per se the only factor to define or restrict their uses, and other factors linked to the situation (mediation, oral explanation, tasks, and actor background and strategies) can either deepen or restrict 3D geovisualizations' effects.
In fact, still images have proven to be quite useful in collaborative thinking about perimeters and limits to draw for specific mitigation action considering hydraulic and topographic parameters, at least in settings where the public is not far from the projected 3D geovisualizations. When they cannot interact directly with the 3D geovisualizations, actors simply point their fingers to features on the screen (or draw on the board on which the 3D geovisualization is projected). In other words, visually representing some aspects of the territory can be used to mentally and visually validate or invalidate a hypothesis or a proposition. Thus, in some meetings, still images had been brought as 3D geovisualizations and were only expected to show some basic information about the extent of flooded areas, and those still images were used in collective discussions just as real-time navigation models were used for the same purpose in other meetings. As a consequence, the active use of 3D geovisualizations probably depended less on their technical level of interactivity than on how their audience is given resources (time, explanation, etc.) to be able to comprehend their content and the goals and strategies of the audience.
Those empirical results invite us to broaden our theoretical perspective on the uses of 3D geovisualizations by taking into account their multiple contributions to interactions between actors. Our first years of experiments allowed us to gather data on the benefits of resorting to 3D geovisualizations and factors influencing those benefits from the point of view of risk managers (especially time and explanations needed for appropriation). It also shed light on factors influencing the uses of 3D geovisualizations in practice that are related to the public's experience during the time they are exposed to 3D geovisualizations (presentation by risk managers, collective discussions, and decision making).
Unfortunately, we only gathered scarce evidence directly from citizens other than what they had explicitly expressed during meetings and were left with many questions. First, how does the staging of the presentation of 3D geovisualizations influence the perception and understanding of its content? For instance, when a film derived from 3D geovisualizations was once shown to inhabitants in the local cinema, putting them more in a spectators' position, were they impressed or could they also gain knowledge about flood risk? Second, how are the 3D geovisualizations perceived by inhabitants when it is shown to them by risk managers or by their elected representatives? Does that make any difference? Does the trust in the 3D visuals rely solely on the 3D geovisualizations themselves (i.e., because they are derived from geographic databases produced by experts)? More broadly, considering the importance of interactions between actors in collective settings, how can we understand the public's experience and the factors influencing the uses they can make of the 3D geovisualizations they are presented with and the knowledge they can derive from those uses? This is why, for our fourth project, focused on public events for raising citizens' awareness about flood risk, we worked together with researchers in communication sciences, who brought their own theoretical apparatus and opened up a new perspective on our research questions.
Results from the Observation of Public Events Aimed at Raising Citizens' Awareness about Flood Risk
As a response to initial questions from researchers in geographical information science, researchers in communication studies developed a different point of view on our research question. Using their own theoretical framework and observation methods, they shed light on some of the limits in the perception and evaluation of 3D geovisualizations and their uses by researchers in geographical information science.
Factors Influencing the Production Process
Observation of the meetings and exchanges between the institutional and research actors of the project showed that the technical decisions regarding the production of the 3D geovisualizations is closely associated with the definition of the aims of mediation, entailing various aspects. For the designer of 3D geovisualizations aimed at a given audience, representational choices rely on various and sometimes competing aspects, way beyond technical considerations.
First, representational choices are discussed in terms of the characterization of the relevant geographic scales or landmarks to model (for instance well-known buildings, bridges, or dams). Two different aspects are taken into account when making those choices. On the one hand, the necessary link with the territory is considered as essential, so that the public of the geovisualizations will actually recognize what is modelled and presented to them. This led producers of the 3D geovisualizations to add landmarks and historical pictures to their visualizations. On the other hand, the way the reception of 3D geovisualizations by non-experts is anticipated is also considered by risk managers and involved researchers in the design of the geovisualization. This led to choices for the representation of vegetation for instance, in relation with what the public supposedly needed to see (some vegetation as a point of reference to orient itself but not too much vegetation hiding the representation of flood risk) in order to ensure the message about flood risk would be understood.
Secondly, designers feel the need to control the restitution of the data in relation to their verisimilitude, so as to be sure that the geovisualizations will not be perceived as a mere video game but as a truthful representation of an existing territory. Moreover, designers want to provide their targeted public (non-expert audience) with the necessary modalities to engage with the representation so as to generate recognition and involvement. In terms of flood mitigation planning, reaching out to citizens is a key issue, and risk managers work hard on producing attractive activities. This is done through figurative simulation and a semiotic organization allowing the consultation and interpretation of contents, that is to say a computerized medium including signs allowing navigation (buttons, timeline, etc.) [57] .
These aspects are delicate to articulate and completely linked in the process of editorialization of geographic information. In a non-numerical framework, Daniel Jacobi [59] underlines it with regard to 3D physical model used in museography. The physical 3D model is then both a relevant device to represent a dimension of the scientific discourse (a "reconstitution") and a spectacular device that fosters a posture of playful recognition (spontaneously decipherable, acting as a scientific theater and according to a narrative logic).
Meaning's Effects in the Visualization Project
One striking result of our evaluation is the complexity of the mediatic dimensions of a supposedly straightforward 3D geovisualization representing an existing territory and a simulated flood on this territory. This complexity has several dimensions. The specificity of the conversion of data sets into figurative representations, but also the multimedia and intermediate nature of the devices placed in the situation. Indeed, 3D geovisualizations coexist with other images and signs as we have already mentioned: pictures from past floods and diagrams integrated into the representations themselves (which leads to associate very different types of images from the point of view of their referent and production context). Moreover, during the events, maps and printed photographs were presented to attract passers-by but also to serve as a support for information and explanation.
It invites us to be careful when affecting a message, a piece of information, or knowledge to a 3D geovisualization that it is supposed to convey. The 3D geovisualizations containing multiple data can be interpreted in various ways and be used to explore some of the featured data, even when this was not anticipated by the designers of the geovisualization, as stated above (see Section 3.1).
Any image seen when viewing a 3D geovisualization generates a set of issues and require a sharp expertise on media dimensions it engages. The visual representation in a single model tend to make the various data sets and types of knowledge mobilized to produce the 3D geovisualization become indistinguishable. Indeed, the uniqueness of the framework and the representation (the simulation of a coherent environment from diverse data) semiotically integrates the objects, then exposed to the risk of "freezing the knowledge in a single model" [60] . The risk then is that the public sees and interprets those images without the necessary cognitive skills to qualify and understand them. For instance, the statistical and hypothetical dimension of the simulation of the flood must be perceived by the public.
In the case of a simulated flood, visualizing a single coherent result is almost contradictory to the complexity and the inherent uncertainty in the construction of knowledge, for example scientific, mobilized to model a flood. A simulated flood is indeed a "virtual" flood that could take place but has never happened and could very well never happen. In other words, a 3D geovisualization of simulated floods, more than a visualization of geographical information, is a "mediatic enunciation". The temporal 3D geovisualizations of the simulated flood thus constitute a supporting narrative aimed at raising awareness through the explanation of the behavior of the river much more than a diffusion to the public of scientific information visually represented.
The design of visualization devices has to integrate these issues, especially in the adjustments between schematization (in relation to the used scientific models) and narration (storytelling prepared for the public events). As stated above, geovisualizations of data are necessarily vacillating between two logics: instrumentation of information (organization of geographic information, data sets) and "becoming-media" (producing a medium able to convey some information about flood risk to the public in the future event). In such a setting, questions about how to represent a given data rarely have unique and well-established answers and designers have to cope with many uncertainties.
For 3D geovisualizations to operate as authentic and credible simulations (and not as playful and spectacular simulations), two modes of territorialization are resorted to by designers. First, 3D geovisualizations have to evoke a "world": a reference territory (circumscribed, physical) with the paradox of representing at the same time its present and potential future (statistical projection of the flood). Second, 3D geovisualizations are calibrated so as to participate in a given in situ event, located in space (site of the public event and prepared tour itinerary) and time (date and timing of the event).
In addition to the design of 3D geovisualizations and their inclusion in a planned event, local authorities involved in the project, as organizers of the events, offer a framework of warranties that institutes the simulation as credible and attributes power and value to the geographic information represented. The individuals who took part in the experiment aimed at testing 3D geovisualizations, and considered as the "public", participated with good will in the "test" because they had confidence in the proposed framework [61] .
In fact, their knowledge about risk or their subjectivation by the visualization depends on this framework. Individuals may allow themselves explorations and reformulations of information and knowledge in a communicative framework only if it gives them those guarantees (authenticity of views and quality of data). In this respect, signs of authority (logos for example) can act as guarantees, as well as the presence of local authorities or risk experts on site during the events.
Cognitive and Symbolic Dimensions of the Reception and the Interpretation of 3D Geovisualizations by Citizens
Another aim of the evaluation was to qualify the level of engagement of the public during the event, since this engagement is considered by risk managers as key to the success of their event. Indeed, if citizens play the game and gain knowledge about flood risk, they will be more likely to make decisions limiting the impact of a flood on their territory.
As demonstrated about the reception of immersive exhibitions in the museographic context, the appropriation of knowledge depends on a tension between immersion and distancing [60] (p. 101), which supposes that the visitor qualifies the activity in which he is engaged. Also, we wanted to understand the links between the devices (3D geovisualization) and the activities proposed to citizens, i.e., the context of the mediation.
From the verbalization by visitors of their experience during immersive visits, Belaën has identified five types of involvement by visitors. These five types establish a fine gradation, which we have observed in our case study. In other words, various levels of engagement were observed, confirming, if needed, that 3D geovisualizations have various effects, especially depending on the individuals and the way they engage with a given medium. In this respect, this level of involvement is one of the factors that can greatly influence the potential knowledge gain from the interaction with a 3D geovisualization.
We illustrate those five types of involvements below in the case of flood mitigation with extracts from our semi-directive interviews. We indicate after each quote the gender and age of the person interviewed (the proportion of men and women who tested the devices is very similar), but, in our exploratory process, this data has not been used. It is important to add that, with a few exceptions, all participants tested the devices collectively: either with their family, friends, as a couple, or simply by their co-presence during the event. This is linked to the small size of the events, their location in a rural area, and the fact that they were held on Sundays.
Resonance describes the acceptance of staging effects as proposed by the organizers of the event as well as the ability to discuss objectives and institutional discourse:
"I must confess I know the risks linked to floods here. But I was really surprised that the water goes up so high, I never thought that could happen. And what surprised me too is the slow velocity of the flood. It is as they explained for Paris on TV these days. I thought it was faster, that the Rhone had more temperament [laughs] ." (Man, 53) Submersion implies a visitation activity without distancing, where emotion is dominant: "The glasses are great, we really have water that rises to our knees! And the tablet is the same, I loved it! But we did not have enough time, I would have liked to continue, there are lots of things I have not seen. But the glasses . . . it's still what tells the most." (Woman, 57) Critical distance is the mobilization of a reflexivity, for example by the search for answers and traps or errors. Many of the interviews concern this critical distance, either globally or partially, which is not surprising given the "test" situation in which the interviews were conducted. Individuals adjust their response to what they think is the response expected by the investigator, especially in an institutional setting. "It's good. We believe in what we see. We say that it can go up as much." (Man, 38) . Or, about the media: "These are not Google photos! That's good, we have to give them a little competition! "That's the thing. But you need more power, put a computer next to it, the tablet is overloaded." (Man, 50) "What did I see . . . it was the stages of the flood, there was more and more water and more and more places were flooded. Yes, it was understandable, but there was too much sun. I couldn't see much, but when there was a cloud . . . I saw a lot of things, it was very clear, yes." (Woman, 52) "Yes, after that I also saw the overall view of the territory. It was good to see the stages of the flood, I think it's good to explain. But to be interesting, you have to use glasses instead. » (Woman, 44) Banalization refers to regret expressed in the face of what is considered a disproportion between the techno-semiotic device and the low content or a message that is too altered:
"Ah, were these steps? No, well -I did not understand everything. You show the course of a flood in time? No, I did not see that." (Man, 51)" "It's not accurate enough for me. But otherwise it's really successful, also with all the functions and especially with the photos. But I feel like it takes an hour to load something, it's annoying. » (Man, 53) Finally, reject evokes an implication in the visit which fails, insisting on the gap between the expectations and the proposal, the visitor remaining foreign to the subject and the techno-semiotic device.
"Your tablet there . . . yes, I saw it. But I did not really understand how we zoom, she showed me stuff with her fingers there . . . It's more for young people. You have to be young for that. But we spoke with the flood expert, he explained everything to us. And it was very good, really. Pedagogical and understandable." (Woman, 65) These typical responses we observed among the interviewees are very valuable in highlighting the variability in the degrees of involvement we have encountered in our observations. The analysis of these contrasting reactions to similar devices underlines again how much the observation and analysis of the (multiple) uses of 3D geovisualizations (or any other cartographic device, regardless if it is digital and interactive) must rest partly on a conceptual framework of how human actors react to these medium, understand them or interpret them, individually or collectively and in relation to both 3D geovisualizations and human mediators. In fact, these different postures reflect two transversal dimensions: on one hand, the importance of the referential dimension of visual representations; on the other hand, the interpretive activity of the individuals, articulating the techno-semiotic devices to the whole event.
In our case study, the role of human mediators has been a dominant finding of evaluation. This confirms the necessary appropriation of the devices already spotted by researchers in geographical information science. This came out of interviews, as here in this caricatural example:
"What I liked most? It was Monsieur with his explanations, at the top. He looked very competent." (Man, 53) Observation of the two public events shows that the idea of autonomous mediation using techno-semiotic devices is an aporia in this context. Finally, our evaluation aimed at establishing the level of confidence required for any appropriation of the devices in the context of the proposed experiment. This can be linked to the complexity of the mediatic dimensions of 3D geovisualizations described above and to difficulties in the manipulation of the proposed devices (tablets and smartphones). Individuals intuitively understand how to manipulate a tablet when the mediator manipulates it in front of them, and the mediator directs the content of the mediation. Without human mediation, there would be no structured content delivered. There are of course other design options that can embed some of the necessary mediation into a 3D geovisualization framework and we are aware that, not being able to choose the design of the 3D geovisualizations ourselves, other design options could have been explored. Nevertheless, the produced 3D geovisualizations were similar to what practitioners were able to produce easily in France at the time, thanks to IGN data and not too complicated tools, so that our results provide useful insights for many actual uses of 3D geovisualizations in urban planning. Moreover, our results can also provide useful insights about dimensions that should be taken into account when designing more elaborate 3D geovisualizations, although it does not tackle the issue of how to technically integrate them.
Discussion
Empirical data collected during this research project and their analysis thanks to sociological theories and from a communication studies' perspective provide original insights on the uses and effects of 3D geovisualizations in collective settings in the field of flood mitigation planning. Importing theoretical elements from sociology (developed for other types of technical objects and representation) and from communication studies (designed to study mediatic dimensions of technical devices) helps to fill the gaps in existing theoretical approaches of 3D geovisualizations and allow to study their effects beyond semiotic aspects linked to the deciphering of a graphic representation in an individual setting (as proposed by Alan MacEachren [62] in his seminal book, "How Maps Work"). Experiments confirmed that 3D geovisualizations can help elected representatives and citizens to deepen their understanding of the results of hydraulic modelling, giving them access to a strengthen knowledge about flood risk. Case studies' analysis also confirmed that 3D geovisualizations can be used for supporting exchanges of ideas and collaborative thinking and that they can foster shared decision, acting as a medium that facilitates the making of a shared diagnosis and helps reaching agreements over measures to be taken as far as flood mitigation policy is concerned. Those results confirm the importance of visual analysis that can be achieved by looking at and manipulating 3D geovisualizations, beyond the ability to convey pieces of information to a given public. Since we only used schematic 3D geovisualizations with little interactivity, our results underline the great visual potential of schematic 3D geovisualizations, but we cannot offer insights on the effects of more interactive devices.
Our methodological approach, developed over the years, is explained and discussed in detail in [46] . Resorting to an exploratory method and multidisciplinary theoretical framework allowed us to shed light on aspects that we would not have considered otherwise. Those results could not have been reached without the proper settings, i.e., the action-research projects in which researchers had continuous access to the field (actors and courses of action) and were participating in the process. Observation and analysis of our experiments over eight years in the same professional field allowed us to produce numerous case descriptions and to pinpoint several factors that can potentially influence 3D geovisualizations' effects in collective settings. Working from empirical data gathered on several use case involving the same actors over several years, we were able to produce coherent results, i.e., that were validated by all the gathered data (i.e., all the case studies) [30, 31] .
The exploratory method was particularly useful since we had not found in the scientific literature strong hypothesis that could be tested. The process of analysis is, however, very time consuming since data need to be analyzed regularly in order to produce hypothesis that can be tested through further interviews and during meetings. It thus takes time to formulate relevant hypothesis. On the other hand, the effort made to confront any new hypothesis to all gathered data allow for the production of results validated by numerous case studies. This was meant to produce strong empirical evidence, which were lacking when we first started our projects, so as to be able to propose new hypothesis to be tested. Nevertheless, we could not anticipate on our findings and could not design an evaluative framework that would allow us to produce more quantitative results. Our exploratory method is a first step toward the identification and study of the factors that influence 3D geovisualizations' effects in practice. Working more deeply on those factors should help with the study of 3D geovisualizations' uses.
The fact that our action-research projects were led over many years was also key to be able to have several case studies to observe. We have used similar 3D geovisualizations in all our case studies, since one operational goal of the project was to produce an accessible and easily reproducible methodology that could be used by any actor along the Rhône river basin. We also use them in similar situations (elaboration of a flood mitigation plan) with similar actors. We would thus try to use each case to validate hypothesis formulated through our previous analysis. As a consequence, the ability to participate in successive experiments allowed us to strengthen our findings by trying to test them in several meetings. Evidently, experiments in real life cannot be as controlled as those in laboratories: it is never the same meeting, involved actors have diverse backgrounds and strategies, and each district has its specificities as far as flood risk is concerned. On the other hand, as said, being confronted by many case studies and observations, the results were validated by empirical data and can provide a strong basis for further studies, although they only apply to one type of 3D geovisualization.
Another key aspect of our approach, which accounts for our results, is its multidisciplinary quality. Ethnographic observation was used by researchers in geographical information, particularly observing oral comments, gestures, and postures of users of the 3D geovisualizations, in relation to actors' strategies in the context of flood mitigation planning [63] . Ethnographic observation was also used by researchers in communication studies, but with different objectives (see Section 2.2.2), based on a totally different theoretical framework and, as a consequence, shed light on other factors influencing the roles of 3D geovisualizations in practice. Those factors were not taken into account by researchers in geographical information in the first years of the project, because they were lacking the appropriate theoretical apparatus. This is why we firmly believe in the need to produce further evaluation together with scientists from other disciplines, so as to gain a better understanding of some factors influencing the performativity of 3D geovisualizations in context.
Since we do not have enough data to have a representative sample, we cannot offer direct generalization from our findings. Nonetheless, we can compare our study with other studies. We found such comparisons particularly useful in order to open new research perspectives, especially regarding the use and definition of several notions that are commonly used in order to analyze 3D geovisualizations' uses.
Firstly, ethnographic observations put forward the necessity to take into account the multiplicity of uses of a single 3D geovisualization. These uses can be defined in relation to their context, in a given time and place, and can very well be transitory, that is to say temporary or (very) brief (hence the need for careful ethnographic observation). The 3D geovisualizations can thus be used for diverse and sometimes antagonistic objectives. In the context of urban planning, the same 3D geovisualization can very well be used among several actors to discuss a project and then with other actors to impose on them a specific vision of a project, depending especially on how the 3D geovisualization is presented (and if its appropriation by the public is facilitated) [63] . This explains why empirical studies that try to link one use or another to one or several characteristics of a 3D geovisualization (usually its level of detail, its level of "realism", and its level of interactivity) can easily produce contradictory results, depending on the considered or observed context of use (actors' strategies, physical setting of the meeting, offered framework allowing the user to trust, understand, or even manipulate the geovisualization, etc.).
Thus, trying to link one use to one technical characteristic does not seem a very fruitful way for producing knowledge about 3D geovisualizations' uses. This is all the more true since even our schematic 3D geovisualizations are complicated techno-semiotic devices, mixing diverse data, which require several cognitive skills to be understood, let alone explored. In our case, we would not had been able to define a single level of detail for our geovisualization since we used different level of details for each data set, according to its anticipated role in the comprehension of a flood and dispersion of water flows on the considered territory. The great variety of data and available tools and modelling techniques would require a huge number of studies to try to explore any possibility.
On the other hand, using only simplified criteria or generic notions to define types of 3D geovisualizations must be done with care. In the case of 3D geovisualizations in urban planning, as stated above, many scientists have stated that 3D geovisualizations, being more "realistic" than 2D geovisualizations, were more easily understood by anyone. Aside from the fact that the very notion of "realism" is difficult, if not impossible, to define clearly [46] , our empirical data suggest that apprehending a 3D geovisualization is not always easy and that some individuals can need time and help to understand it. Nevertheless, observations and interviews throughout our project also acknowledged that 3D geovisualizations were preferred by many, and that they stated they understood hydraulic data better thanks to 3D geovisualization. This can be easily explained by analyzing more closely the differences between 2D and 3D representations and their perception. Indeed, there is no contradiction between those two facts. In the specific case of flood mitigation plans, in the French context, water height maps are often drawn on a 2D representation of the cadastre, so as to be able to see precisely which parcel can be potentially flooded and will be submitted to specific regulations. Since parcels' limits are administrative boundaries, they do not always correspond to physical elements of the territory and many individuals are not used to visualize cadastre or using graphical representation of cadastre in their daily life. In addition, those technical maps do not contain many landmarks to help people find their way into the represented data. Those maps do not contain an explicit representation of the topography of the territory and its built structures (buildings and infrastructure) so that the understanding of how a flood invades a territory is not easy to derive from this kind of maps (and it is not what they are aimed at). In this context, 3D geovisualizations made specifically to help citizens understand a flood and its water flows on their territory simply offers the necessary point of reference. 3D modelling of the territory offering a more straightforward representation of topography is also particularly useful in the case of flood risk, since dispersion of water flows depends on topography. Nevertheless, this does not validate the hypothesis that only the visualization of geographical information in 3D is sufficient for anyone to better understand a water height map. Trying to understand the various factors that influence 3D geovisualizations' effects is thus needed to be able to propose valid statements and hypothesis and to prevent researchers from producing incorrect generalization.
Added to the great variety of produced and potential geovisualizations, the very notion of use is to be questioned, as already advised by sociologists working on digital visualization interfaces. As Pascal Lécaille and Dominique Vinck [34] stated in their study of the roles of 3D digital visualization for car engineering, we have to go beyond a simplistic vision that would consider a technical device as an ensemble that cannot be decomposed and that is aimed at a unique use. On the contrary, digital tools require a pragmatic and situated approach:
"Tools, in our case digital, allow, on the contrary, uses that are numerous and continually deferred so that it is impossible to apprehend their use on a globally ( . . . ) The very notion of situation explodes into many places, and all the more since digital tools are destined to be multisite ( . . . ) It is thus necessary to set aside the simplistic vision of context of use, and, on the contrary, to apprehend all the activities, tools and human actors as well as processes that articulate them." [34] (p. 12)
As a consequence, the study of 3D geovisualizations' uses is to be fed by the analysis of the technical device itself as by the analysis of its performance in a course of action. Analysis of the performance in practice is key to understand their effects and to design relevant geovisualizations. Indeed, as shown by the analysis of level of involvements of citizens from a communication studies perspective (see Section 3.2.2), some factors (necessary guarantees so that the public trusts the visualization, design of an interactive framework, etc.) that can be included in the visualization framework (i.e., during its design) can be key to their appropriation by their audience. The necessity of in vivo studies seems particularly needed in this respect as already stated by Lloyd [64] in the case of geovisualizations used in urban planning. In the field of cartography, similar ways of studying maps have been proposed by some authors in critical geography [65, 66] . Having pinpointed the various limits of the study of map relying, on one hand, on an analysis of its content and, on the other hand, on how a single individual can decipher, they propose a study of practices developed by users of maps.
Another striking result from the confrontation with communication studies is the necessity to redefine the notion of "communication", often used by researcher in geographical information in a narrow way. Although the limits of the communication paradigm based on information theory used to study uses of geographical information have already been described [67] , many studies define communication as the transmission of a piece of information from a transmitter (the visualization) to a receiver (the user) [13] . Results from the evaluation by researchers in communication studies opens new perspective to define what is entailed in a communicative framework, its different dimension and factors influencing the roles geovisualizations can play and can be useful for the design or evaluation of geovisualizations.
Conclusions
As a conclusion, we would like to put the stress on the importance of pluridisciplinary studies, since one discipline simply cannot provide all the theoretical elements necessary in order to understand the performance of 3D geovisualizations in a given context. In vivo studies allow researchers to shed light on factors that can be useful for the design of geovisualizations, especially in terms of communication framework. Although they cannot be as controlled as studies conducted in laboratories, in vivo studies can put forward some factors that would not be observable in a controlled setting. This is why we feel those approaches are complementary and in vivo studies particularly useful in the field of planning where tasks performed with the help of 3D geovisualizations can be numerous and complex as many dimensions of a territory or phenomenon are considered by heterogeneous actors with various objectives and strategies.
In our studies, we could not link our results to one specific technical parameter of our 3D geovisualization. Nevertheless, the presented communicational approach allows to articulate different uses of 3D geovisualizations that were sometimes perceived as contradictory, when observed effects were only linked to 3D geovisualizations' technical characteristics. As a consequence, once the analysis from a communication studies perspective is performed, during an experiment, then some recommendations can be suggested to improve geovisualizations and the communicative framework they offer to their public. This is why we feel our results can be useful for the design of a framework to evaluate 3D geovisualizations' uses in vivo.
Issues raised by observing uses with citizens (truthfulness, necessary cognitive skills, information needed to understand the model, etc.) can then be translated into characteristics of a geovisualization or into methodology of presentation and use when human mediation is possible. As far as online geovisualizations without mediation are concerned, tackling those issues remains crucial. In this respect, benefiting from theoretical framework and evaluation from other disciplines can offer the possibility to integrate into the design or evaluation of geovisualizations factors which would otherwise have been thought of as random, uncontrollable, or depending on the individuals using the devices. Further studies including the analysis of those factors in their evaluative framework are needed to better understand their influence and to provide more quantitative data about them. In this respect, our exploratory approach is only one step toward a more comprehensive approach of 3D geovisualizations uses. In terms of virtual reality and augmented reality, further studies are also needed on the role of users' body and its influence on how a user engages with a device. From a communication studies perspective, analysis of public events involving in situ visualization of 3D temporal visualizations and immersive visualizations through virtual reality headset shed light on the role of the users' body in their appropriation of the devices. Since we had only two experiments, we lack empirical data to strengthen our first findings so that further studies are needed.
